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A word for the Nasty Women, ie. the
feminists movement. Thus says the
Word of God: For they have sown the

wind, and they shall reap the whirlwind:
it hath no stalk: the bud shall yield no meal:
if so be it yield, the strangers shall swallow
it up.

GoFundMe Donations For
Kavanaugh Accuser Skyrocket After
Mention In Testimony — $700,000
to manufacture sex crime to destroy
conservative judge. Democrats new
procedure: Guilty until proven innocent.
The facts and truth don’t matter! Lawyers
testified they are working pro bono.
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GoFundMe donations for Christine
Blasey Ford have skyrocketed since the
she mentioned the campaigns during
Thursday’s hearing before the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Just two of the 17
accounts on the crowdfunding site relating
to Ford have brought in nearly $700,000.
Answering questions concerning the
funding for her legal team and travel
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since the allegations became public,
Ford mentioned that she’d be collecting
money donated to her from GoFundMe
accounts. “I’m aware that there’s been several
GoFundMesites,” she said. “I haven’t had a

chance to figure out how to manage those
because I’ve never had one.”

One such account dedicated to Ford
“jumped from about $179,000 to
$305,000 and counting merely 30 minutes
later, according to the publicly displayed
funds counter,” reported MarketWatch
on Thursday. Those numbers have since
spiked further. One account has collected
over $475,000 for Ford’s legal fees and
another has brought in over $200,000
for the accuser’s “security costs.” During
the testimony, Ford’s lawyers Michael
Bromwich and Debra Katz said they were
working pro bono and disclosed that they
had paid for their client’s polygraph test
after Ford said she did not know who
paid for it.
Witchcraft, mind control, thought projection,
indoctrination at root of exploiting
sexual abuse.

BREAKING: CHRISTINE FORD WROTE

2008 ARTICLE TEACHING HYPNOSIS TO
CREATE “ARTIFICIAL SITUATIONS”

October 1, 2018 Chris Donaldson

According to a bombshell report from
Sean Davis of The Federalist, Dr. Ford was
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the co-author of a 2008 study
that – get this – examined the
use of ” hypnosis to “assist
in the retrieval of important
memories” and to “create
artificial situations”
for treatment. Which begs the question as to the role
of such hypnosis in the memories of Ford’s evidencefree accusations of Kavanaugh and his buddy Mark
Judge, (Sean Davis @seanmdav). A 2008 academic
study co-authored by Kavanaugh accuser Christine
Blasey Ford cited the use of hypnosis to “assist in
the retrieval of important memories” and to “create
artificial situations” to assist in treatment.

that would permit the client to
express ego-dystonic emotions
in a safe manner.” The study by
Ford and her co-authors also
used “self-hypnosis”.

One study on hypnosis cited by Ford and her coauthors specifically stated that patients who undergo
hypnosis therapy are “highly suggestible and easily
subject to memory contamination.
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Israel/Nasty Women to
Reap the Whirlwind
1 “Put the trumpet to your

lips! An eagle is over the
house of the LORD because
the people have broken my
covenant and rebelled against
my law.

2 Israel cries out to me, ‘Our

WATCH FAYE ON
YOUTUBE

God, we acknowledge you!’

3 But Israel has rejected what is good;

Read and keep in mind she is a professor and this is
how she indoctrinates our youth. God forbid! Did
she lie to the senate??? Will she be prosecuted???
Christine Blasey Ford, a California woman who has
accused Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh
of attempted rape in the 1980’s, co-authored an
academic study that cited the use of hypnosis as a
tool to retrieve memories in traumatized patients.
The academic paper, entitled “Meditation With Yoga,
Group Therapy With Hypnosis, and Psychoeducation
for Long-Term Depressed Mood: A Randomized Pilot
Trial,” described the results of a study the tested
the efficacy of certain treatments on 46 depressed
individuals. The study was published by the Journal of
Clinical Psychology in May 2008.

an enemy will pursue him.

While the paper by Ford and several other coauthors focused on whether various therapeutic
techniques, including hypnosis, alleviate depression,
it also discussed the therapeutic use of hypnosis to
“assist in the retrieval of important memories” and
to “create artificial situations” to assist in treatment.
Ford’s paper cited a controversial 1964 paper on the
use of hypnosis to treat alcoholics and claimed that
“hypnosis could be used to improve rapport in the
therapeutic relationship, assist in the retrieval of
important memories, and create artificial situations

stalk has no head; it will produce no flour. Were it to
yield grain, foreigners would swallow it up.

4 They set up kings without my consent; they choose
princes without my approval. With their silver and
gold they make idols for themselves to their
own destruction.

5 Samaria, throw out your calf-idol! My anger

burns against them. How long will they be incapable
of purity?

6 They are from Israel! This calf—a metalworker has
made it; it is not God. It will be broken in pieces,
that calf of Samaria.

7 “They sow the wind and reap the whirlwind. The

8 Israel is swallowed up; now she is among the
nations like something no one wants.

9 For they have gone up to Assyria like a wild donkey
wandering alone. Ephraim has sold herself to lovers.

10 Although they have sold themselves among the
nations, I will now gather them together. They will
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begin to waste away under the oppression of the
mighty king.

11 “Though Ephraim built many altars for

sin offerings, these have become altars for sinning.

12 I wrote for them the many things of my law,
but they regarded them as something foreign.

13 Though they offer sacrifices as gifts to me, and

though they eat the meat, the LORD is not pleased
with them. Now he will remember their wickedness
and punish their sins: They will return to Egypt.

14 Israel has forgotten their Maker and built palaces;

Judah has fortified many towns. But I will send fire on
their cities that will consume their fortresses.”
My Friends, leading this prayer ministry is one of the
most important things I have ever done. Watching
God over the years has made me bold, informed,
insightful, anointed, and determined to challenge
Satan’s take over of our families, education, courts,
government, and women.
Only through prophetic praying have we come to
be one of the most anointed, insightful, patriotic,
prayer networks in our nation. We not only talk to
God and pray the Will of the Father, He talks back
and intervenes in supernatural ways. We bear fruit!!
Praise God! Years ago, God called me to lead prayer
teams to understand and bind the feminist takeover
of our nation. Their foundation is Communism. Their
ability to use women to remove God, prayer, Biblical
moral values has been very successful. To promote
abortion and cover up ill responsible, unaccountable
sexually active women by deceiving America
concerning women’s rights took root.
The church remained silent. The murder of the
unborn and babies born out of wedlock became
federally funded. The people of God remained silent.
Today, we are taken for fools. Seeds of the sixties that
came out of Woodstock mud and orgies, and drug
tents stand to accuse and judge Judge Kavanaugh
for throwing ice in a bar! Can you believe they have
no one challenging their behavior in college. Bill and

Hillary led the hippies’
move to bring family
values to a demise. They
took our true biblically
based family values
hostage and now consider
those of us who refused
to be indoctrinated
undeserving of freedom.
We must be harassed if we
do not remain silent.
My question is, Can You

be a Christian and a
Democrat? The liberal

Don’t Miss
Saturday’s Patriotic
Prayer
Conference Call

w/ Faye’s weekly updates for
specific intercession.
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712.432.0900
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mobs have hi jacked the democrat party. Many
Christians have no clue what they are voting for when
they vote to support the Democrat/Progressive/
Socialist party.

5 Reasons Socialism Is Not Christian

By Julie Roys , CP Op-Ed Contributor | Jul 12, 2016 7:45 AM

Gallup found that 69% of those under
30 said they would be willing to vote
for a socialist presidential candidate.
I understand why Millennials are wary
of the current system. Here’s why:
Though it may sound compassionate
and Christian, it’s actually antithetical to everything
Christianity teaches.

1. Socialism is Based on a Materialistic
Worldview According to socialists like Bernie

Sanders, the greatest problem in the world is the
unequal distribution of wealth. His website declares:
“The issue of wealth and income inequality is the
great moral issue of our time, it is the great economic
issue of our time, and it is the great political issue of
our time.” This betrays a fundamentally materialistic
worldview, which is the basis of socialism.
To socialists, all that really exists is the material world.
In fact, Karl Marx, the father of socialism/communism,
invented the notion of dialectical materialism — the
belief that matter contains a creative power within
itself. This enabled Marx to eliminate the need for a
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creator, essentially erasing the existence of anything
non-material. To socialists, suffering is caused by
the unequal distribution of stuff — and salvation is
achieved by the re-distribution of stuff. There’s no
acknowledgment of spiritual issues. There’s just an
assumption that if everyone is given equal stuff, all
the problems in society will somehow dissolve.

2. Socialism Punishes Virtue Socialists want to

distribute wealth to individuals according to their
need, regardless of virtue. As Karl Marx, famously
said, “From each according to his ability, to each according
to his needs.” However, whenever any institution
provides aid, it runs the risk of removing Goddesigned rewards and consequences. It can punish
those who are industrious by making them pay for
those who are not. And, it can reward those who
aren’t industrious by giving them the fruits of another
man’s labor. This is precisely what socialism does.
Interestingly, Marx mooched off others his whole life,
and failed to provide for his wife and children.
The Bible teaches that aid should be tied to
responsibility. First, anyone who refuses to work
should be refused aid. As 2 Thessalonians 3:10 says,
“The one who is unwilling to work shall not eat.”
Next, no one should be given aid whose family can
provide for him. In fact, the Apostle Paul said that a
man who fails to provide for his family is “worse than
an unbeliever.” (1 Tim. 5:8) The church also required
widows receiving aid to have “a reputation of good
works.” (1 Tim. 5:10) So, even in dispensing aid,
the church rewarded virtue and discouraged vice.
Unfortunately, socialism does just the opposite.

3. Socialism Endorses Stealing Barack Obama

once defended his socialist policies to a little girl by
saying, “We’ve got to make sure that people who have

more money help the people who have less money. If you
had a whole pizza, and your friend had no pizza, would
you give him a slice?” That sounds pretty Christian,

right? What Christian wouldn’t endorse sharing your
abundance with someone who has nothing?

However, Obama wasn’t endorsing people voluntarily
sharing their wealth with others; he was endorsing
the government forcibly taking a piece of the pie from
one person and giving it to someone else. Put another

way, that’s saying that if you have three cars and your
neighbor has none, the government has a right to
take your car and give it to your neighbor. That’s not
Christian; that’s stealing! But, socialists don’t believe
in private property.
And, some Christian socialists actually assert that the
Bible doesn’t either. That’s preposterous.Both the
Old Testament and New Testament unequivocally
affirm private property. We can’t even obey the
eighth commandment to not steal, unless we accept
the notion of private ownership. Nor, can we steward
our money as the Bible commands if the state owns
our money, not us. So, for an economic and political
system to be Christian, it must protect private
ownership and allow individuals freedom to allocate
their resources according to their conscience.

4. Socialism Encourages Envy and Class
Warfare Socialists demonize the rich, blaming all

of society’s problems on them. Bernie Sanders once
posted to his Facebook Page: “Let us wage a moral and

political war against the billionaires and corporate leaders
on Wall Street and elsewhere, whose policies and greed
are destroying the middle class of America.”

Here, Sanders is mimicking Karl Marx, who viewed
history as a series of class struggles between the rich
and the poor — and advocated overthrowing the
ruling class. Scripture strongly warns the rich and
powerful not to oppress the poor. In fact, Proverbs
14:31 says, “Whoever oppresses the poor shows
contempt for his maker . . .” But, Sanders — and
other Leftists, including Hillary Clinton — go far
beyond decrying specific acts of injustice. They
basically condemn an entire class of people simply for
possessing wealth. And, they encourage those who
are poor to overthrow them. In fact, Clinton once
said the U.S. economy required a “toppling” of the
wealthiest 1%.
The rich are not causing all the problems in American
society. People like Bill Gates are not acquiring
wealth by stealing from the masses. They’re creating
great products, which produce wealth, and actually
provide jobs for many people. But, even if they were
exploiting the poor, nowhere does Scripture support
the have-nots demanding money from the haves.
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Instead, it teaches that we should not covet (Exodus
20:17) and should be content in all circumstances
(Phil. 4:11-13).

5. Socialism Seeks to Destroy Marriage &
Family A little known fact about socialism is that,

from its beginning, it has sought to destroy marriage
and family. Grove City Professor Paul Kengor explains
this in detail in his book, Takedown: From Communists
to Progressives, How the Left Has Sabotaged Marriage
and Family. Essentially, what socialism seeks is for
the state to replace the family. That way, it can
indoctrinate children in its Leftist way of thinking, and
remove from them any notions of God and religion.

alternatives to capitalist systems public property
through a democratically elected government of
major industries, utilities, and transportation systems;
some limits on the conversion of public resources
to private property; governmental regulation of the
economy; extensive publicly financed assistance
and pension programs; and self-management and
democratic management in companies sometimes
including wider schemes of market socialist,
participatory and decentralized planned economy.

Democratic socialists hold that capitalism is
inherently incompatible with the democratic values
of liberty, equality, and solidarity; and that these
ideals can only be achieved through
“...he’s a proud the realization of a socialist society.
Friedrich Engels, co-author with Marx
socialism can be supportive
of the “The Communist Manifesto,”
supporter of gay Democratic
of either revolutionary or reformist
once wrote that the society he
politics as a means to establish
marriage.”
envisioned would be one where “the
socialism. The modern history of
single family ceases to be the economic
democratic socialism goes back to early to mid 19th
unit of society. Private housekeeping is transformed
century socialist thought and movements associated
into a social industry. The care and education of the
with the label “utopian socialism” as well as a socialist
children becomes a public affair.” Similarly today,
republican movement such as Chartism.
Bernie Sanders calls for a “revolution” in childcare
and for the government to provide early childhood
education beginning with children as young as sixweeks-old.

And, he’s a proud supporter of gay marriage —
what Kengor calls “communism’s Trojan Horse” to
secure the final takedown of traditional marriage.
To socialists, what Bernie describes is a utopia. But,
to Christians, it’s a dystopia. That’s because there’s
nothing Christian about socialism — and there’s
absolutely no way Jesus would ever support it.

Democratic socialism

Democratic socialism is a political philosophy
that advocates achieving socialist goals within
a democratic system, as opposed to Marxist–
Leninist-inspired socialism which is viewed as being
non-democratic in practice. Democratic socialists
oppose the Soviet economic model, rejecting
the authoritarian form of governance and highly
centralized command economy that took form in the
Soviet Union in the early 20th century.
Democratic socialism has promoted as economic

There is considerable controversy among scholars
regarding Karl Marx’s attitude toward democracy,
but two lines of thought developed from Marx: one
emphasizing democracy and one rejecting it while
other socialists rejected Marx. In the United Kingdom
the Fabian Society was formed and it tended to
emphasize “the democratic elements of democratic
socialism: electoral success, the rational presentation
of their position (in innumerable publications), careful
study of the current social situation, and gradualism.”
Another important source of inspiration was Eduard
Bernstein´s proposal of “evolutionary socialism”
which argued that socialism could be achieved by
peaceful means through incremental legislative
reform in democratic societies as opposed to
revolutionary socialism. The 20th century saw the
ascendence of socialist, labor, and social democratic
parties in Europe who started to be elected in
democratic elections to form governments in
their countries.
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The terms “democratic socialism” and “social
democracy” have significant overlap and during
the late 20th century those labels started to
be both embraced, contested and rejected due
to the emergence of developments within the
world´s left such as eurocommunism, the fall of
eastern communist governments, the Third Way,
the Latin American Pink tide, and the rise of antiausterity movements in the late 2000s and early
2010s motivated by the Great Recession. This last
development contributed to the emergence of
politicians such as Jeremy Corbyn in the UK and
Bernie Sanders in the US who assumed the label
democratic socialist to describe their rebellion against
“Third way” and centristpoliticians within the UK
Labour and US Democratic parties respectively.
Democratic socialism is distinguished from social
democracy on the basis that democratic socialists
are committed to systemic transformation of the
economy from capitalism to socialism whereas social
democracy is supportive of reforms to capitalism.
In contrast to social democrats, democratic socialists
believe that reforms aimed at addressing social
inequalities and state interventions aimed at
suppressing the economic contradictions of capitalism
will only see them emerge elsewhere in a different
guise. As socialists, democratic socialists believe that
the systemic issues of capitalism can only be solved by
replacing the capitalist system with a socialist system;
by replacing private ownership with social ownership
of the means of production.

EXPAND, it is time to take the new land”

There is supernatural provision and empowerment of
the Spirit upon you. You have been prepared in the
pressing. There’s now a new land of expansion and
positioning upon you. Do not fear that it’s beyond
your capacity, that is the perfect place to be!! You
are going to experience a whole new level of His
empowerment and provision. You’re entering a new
land of explosive favor and manifested miracles.

Such a heaviness and inability to SOAR came upon
them. I then saw Jesus appear and I heard Colossians
3:2: “Set your minds on things that are above, not
on things that are on earth.” The Lord spoke about
being intentional to focus on HIM and what HE has
said. As I watched I saw many of God’s people turn
in repentance and place their eyes back on Him and
His goodness and faithfulness. As I looked at Jesus I
could see promises that He has spoken over the very
concerns that weighed God’s people down, were all
contained IN HIM!
As God’s people intentionally focused and meditated
on Jesus and what He has said, the weights and
concerns didn’t get bigger, they got smaller and
started to shake, shift and turn. The shoots of “new
life” started bursting forth within these areas of
weight and concern and they began to turn. Trusting
Him and not worrying released such a joy within
their hearts that was founded in Him and His words
that they began to soar again and the power of God
brought breakthrough and joy shifted
the atmosphere.
The areas that have tried to weigh you down, turn
away from looking at them and look at Jesus and
what He has spoken, as there’s a major shift and
breakthrough beginning to grow and flow.

PRAYER POINTS
Mocking God can no longer be tolerated. I will
continue this subject next week. God’s people must
seek and stand with truth in November. Ignorance is
no excuse for standing with evil doers. At this point
the majority of elected officials in both parties are
corrupt. CHRISTIANS MUST VOTE PRO LIFE. NOW!!!!

Sept 29, 2018:

I had a vision and saw weights and concerns
surrounding many of God’s people and as God’s
people focused on them I saw heavy sandbags
attaching to their feet, heart and hands.
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